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Analysis and Insights

[Space for detailing the insights gained from the analysis, such as connections between 
surface aspects and deeper factors, implications, etc.]

Created by: _________________________

Disclaimer: This Iceberg Model Template is a tool for analysis and insight generation. It 
should be used as a guide for deeper understanding and not as a definitive conclusion.

This template is structured to help you visually break down and analyze an issue by 
separating observable aspects from underlying causes and factors. It can be adapted to 
various contexts and complexities of issues or topics.


	Title of IssueTopic: Employee Burnout in Tech Industry
	Date: 10/15/2023
	Created by: Mark Owens
	Text1: 
	0: 
	0: High turnover rate among employees.
	1: 
	0: Excessive workload and unrealistic project deadlines.
	1: Highly competitive tech industry environment.
	2: Employees are expected to always be available and responsive.


	1: 
	0: Decreased productivity.
	1: 
	0: Lack of recognition and rewards for hard work.
	1: Constant need for innovation and rapid development.
	2: High stress is a normal part of tech jobs.


	2: 
	0: Increased sick leaves and absenteeism.
	1: 
	0: Inadequate support for mental health and well-being.
	1: Cultural emphasis on long working hours.
	2: Employee well-being is secondary to company success.


	3: 
	0: Lower employee engagement and morale.
	1: 
	0: Poor management practices and lack of leadership support.
	1: Remote work challenges and lack of social interaction.
	2: Burnout is an individual problem, not a systemic issue.


	4: 
	0: Rising complaints about work-life balance.
	1: 
	0: Limited opportunities for career growth and development.
	1: The impact of the global pandemic on work practices.
	2: Traditional work models are the most effective.



	Text2: The analysis of the Iceberg Model reveals a significant connection between the tech industry’s cultural and operational norms and the rising incidence of employee burnout. While the visible symptoms include turnover and productivity issues, they stem from deeper systemic problems such as excessive workload, lack of support, and flawed assumptions about employee capacity and well-being. This suggests that solutions should not only address surface-level issues but also involve fundamental changes in organizational culture, management practices, and support systems.


